9 Clues to the Existence of God
1. The universe appears to have had a cause and a beginning.
+Scientists continue to discover proof that the universe had a beginning. The physical universe
is expanding… why do so many people automatically assume that it began expanding by
chance? Rather, it’s expansion tells us that it had a beginning point which is what Genesis 1
teaches us.

2. The world around us reveals intelligent design.
+The design of the human body.
+The design of the ecological system.
+The design of symbiotic relationships within the plant and animal kingdoms.
+At the microbiological level… the incredible design of DNA, intricate cell structure, and
because of DNA, the amazing ability of individual cells to reproduce with patterned and
definitional accuracy which creates the uniquenesses of each and every human being.
+Psalm 19:1-6

3. All men everywhere have a conscience.
+Romans 2:15 reminds us that God was the source of conscience in all men.

4. The miracle of the Bible…
+Historically verifiable.
+Internally consistent.
+Textually accurate.
+Archeologically supported.
+Uniquely perseverant.

5. Fulfilled prophecy.
+Over 300 prophecies about Jesus, all fulfilled in the one man.

6. The probability of the resurrection.
+The resurrection is the greatest supernatural event ever recorded and to believe that it didn’t
happen takes more faith than to believe that it did. The probability of the resurrection is
overwhelming.
+Jesus didn’t just fall asleep on the cross and wake up later… He was speared in the side to
make sure He had died on the cross. Then the Romans soldiers guarded the tomb with
dozens of soldiers and a two ton stone and Jesus still got out… He resurrected, the disciples
knew it, and they were willing to die for what they saw. Because of their testimony,
Christianity exploded and the world was forever changed. No myth involved. Real events
which real people saw which really changed their lives and then changed the world.

7. The explosive growth of the Christian church.
+Immediately after 33 AD, the church began to expand exponentially. By 2007, it has now
transformed billions of lives.

8. The personal testimony of millions of Christians.
+In other words, it works!

9. My changed life.
+There is no more powerful proof than to realize personally that God is alive. He changed my
life!
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